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divisions of opinion on matters of national importance were
rare. In these circumstances an election became a mere
contest between local factions, not for principle or programme,
but for benefits. In Bristol and Maidstone the names Whig
and Tory were mere labels for local religious parties: at
Harwich political differences were little more than the
opposition of Davies, the head of the local Customs office,
and Hines, the head of the local Post Office Department.1
At Newcastle " party " issues were the development of the
Tyne trade, and a dispute between the corporation and
burgesses regarding the letting of the Town Moor.2 Burke
declared, " I could not have believed how very little the
local constituents attend to the general public line of con-
duct observed by their member. They judge of him solely and
as their special agent/53 It was therefore the custom of
boroughs to offer their seats to those who would do most for favours from
0	their   raem«
local interests. At Winchester the candidates promised to bers.
establish a fund to lend money to poor tradesmen free of
interest : in 1709 the candidate ordered 2,000 pairs of shoes
from Ilchester : in 1722 the Corporation of Banbury demanded
the paving of its streets, the enlargement of the Vicarage
and the establishment of a school. Tewkesbury demanded
£1,500 from each candidate for the repair of its roads,4
Oxford demanded the liquidation of local debts, amounting
to £5,670.5 It was also usual to expect the member to
obtain the offices of the district controlled by the Govern-
ment for local people.6
On the other hand, this selling of seats was encouraged
by the growing competition for them. This became even
keener after the Septennial Act had lengthened the lives of competition
Parliament to seven years. There were always candidates
ready to pay for seats which were vacant.7 Some wished
to obtain a seat for the sake of the social prestige which
attached to membership of the House, others because a seat
was the door to a peerage, a place or a sinecure: some went
1 Namier, op cit.t p. 462.   2 Ibid*, op. cit., p. 120,   3 Ibid., p.m.
4 Porritt, op. cit., pp. 159-61.	5 Namier, op. cit,, p, 161.
6	See Porritt, op, cit., p, 293, and Namier, op. cit., p, 110,
7	See Letter of North to J. Robinson, P^per$ o/J. Rc&inson, p, 24,

